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Digital media, everyday tech, 
& gender



Internet & digital media

Face-ism
In sum, and compared to earlier studies which analyzed the portrayals of 
men and women in the print media, the current findings demonstrate 
that although the Internet is a new medium, it is not free from 
historically-evolved societal views of gender. (Szillis & Stahlberg, 2007)

Linguistic expectancy bias
Indeed, white actors are described with more abstract, subjective 
language at IMDb, as compared to other social groups. Abstract 
language is powerful because it implies stability over time; studies have 
shown that people have better impressions of others described in 
abstract terms. Therefore, the widespread prevalence of linguistic biases 
in social media stands to reinforce social stereotypes. (Otterbacher, 2015)



Voice assistants

Name
Siri (Apple), Alexa (Amazon), Google Assistant/Home

Voice
Feminine range is approx. 260-525 Hz

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmINGWsyWX0


Voice assistants

ELIZA:
First example of a 
chatbot, 1966

Psychotherapy

Set answer styles, 
doesn’t really 
understand



Voice assistants



“Please” & “Thank You”?
“These AI-driven, non-human entities 
don’t care if you sound tired and 
crabby, or if you are purposely rude 
because it’s 'funny.' But interactions of all 
kinds build patterns of communication 
and interaction. The more you are used 
to bossing Siri around or bullying her, the 
more you’re used to that 
communication pattern" 

(USAToday, 10/10/2019)



Sophia

by Hanson Robotics
“Active” since 2016

As of Oct 2017: Citizen of 
Saudi Arabia

Invited to “interviews”!



Not quite sentient yet...



What is Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)?
Sorry, I’m not talking about the kind that’ll infiltrate society and take over the world.



The first “Computers”



Ada Lovelace

First computer programmer

1843: wrote what is considered 
the first algorithm



Building blocks of AI

Algorithms:
Lines of code that take some data, process 
it, and produce an output

Like a recipe!
Ingredients Process Result

Tomatoes, onions, 
eggs, salt, pepper

1. Dice the vegetables
2. Cook the onions in the 
pan over low ...

Delicious plate of 
scrambled eggs!



Building blocks of AI

Artificial Intelligence:
Complex statistics using computers
Making predictions, calculating probability

Ingredients Process Result

Date of birth 1. Get age = (Current date) - 
(Birth date)
2. Check if Age > 18, if YES, 
Answer=1, if NO, Answer=0...

Answer = 1
Meaning: Yes, the 
age is appropriate 
for this application.

Name, Gender, Age, 
Bachelor's Degree 
topic, GPA, ...

1. Check Age
2. Check topic
3. Check GPA ...

Decision: HIRE 
(Probability they will 
succeed: 87%)



System Ingredients Process Result

Voice assistant Voice commands 
(“Hey Alexa… play Baby Shark”)

Millions of speech samples (e.g. of 
“Hey Alexa”)

1. Check if first 0.6 seconds matches 
examples of “Hey Alexa” → MATCHES = 
1
2. Convert speech to text (Check if next 
0.2 seconds matches a word, …)
3. Generate answer ….

Response vocalized, and 
an action
(“Sure.” + plays song)

Search engine Search query (“Cyprus beaches”)

Content of all indexed websites

1. Check which websites that the query 
text appears in
2. List the results, starting from the most 
reliable website where the query 
appears frequently

List of websites for the 
query, sorted by relevance, 
and snippets where the 
query appears

Social media home feed Posts made by everyone

People’s friends, likes, comments, 
….

1. Find the person/page the user 
interacts with the most often
2. Find the post that has gotten the most 
interactions recently ...

Home feed with posts, 
some hidden and others 
sorted in a way that invite 
interactions

Examples of everyday AI



How does AI work?



Ingredients:
Dataset with all the information available for 
the passengers of the previous Titanic voyage

Process:
???

Result:
Prediction about whether a passenger we care 
about survives the next voyage

Would you survive the next Titanic?



Titanic: Ingredients



Titanic: (Desired) Result

Survived Passenger class Gender Age

? 3rd class Woman 25



Titanic: Process
Survived
Overall: 38%



Titanic: Process
Survived
Overall: 38%

Women: 74%
Men: 18%



Titanic: Process
Survived
Overall: 38%

Women: 74%
Men: 18%

1st Class: 61%
2nd Class: 42%
3rd Class: 24%



Titanic: Results

Model / system that predicts how likely 
someone is to survive, given their 
characteristics.

Check using the part of the dataset we set 
aside, where the “correct answer” is known, 
and get accuracy (how well we did)



“Jack, DON’T GO!
The Famagusta Municipality 
is ON THE WAY!”



Data, systems, and social 
justice



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59bMh59JQDo


Constructing data

Counting things manually or with sensors
Giving numbers to represent something else
→ Humans are always involved in its creation, 
so are human error & biases

e.g. in Titanic data, Age is sometimes missing 
or an estimation, or could be a lie



If your dataset does not look like the 
real world...



If your dataset does not look like the 
real world...
Commercial facial recognition algorithms claim to infer 
gender from someone’s face

Researchers found that men with light skin were 
misgendered around 0.8% of the time… while women with 
dark skin were misgendered 34.7% of the time. 
(Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018)

Reason? Most likely because their training dataset 
overrepresented white men and underrepresented black 
women



If your dataset does not look like the 
real world...

Inferring 
people’s 
gender

White 
men

White 
men

Black 
women Black 

women

Black 
men



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...

Famous, successful physicists:



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...
Not all patterns in the data are useful, or 
desirable
e.g. Selling insurance to Titanic passengers: 
make insurance more expensive for those with 
higher risk... i.e. for men? Third class? Not fair!

The system may pick up on the discriminatory 
pattern in the world and replicate it.



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...
Let’s train an algorithm to find me the best applicants 
from a huge pile of CVs

We need examples of the best CVs, so we can find the 
applicants which are similar

Hmm…

Let’s use the CVs of the people already in my company, 
right? They definitely got the job when they applied!



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...

Famous, successful physicists:
My current employees:

Ahmet

Mehmet

George

Alex

Jeff Bezos

Suzan / 
Susan



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...
Amazon thought it was a great idea!

Didn’t work so well (for the women applying)

System learned that applicants who had the word “women’s” in 
their CV were not desirable - women’s colleges, women’s chess 
club captain (Reuters, 10/10/2018)

Another company’s algorithm loved CVs which had the word 
“lacrosse” or “Jared” - both typically found in men’s CVs (Quartz, 
22/10/2018)



If your dataset looks too much like 
the real world...



Fundamental challenges for 
ethical AI



Tech is great! But… 

The whole of human behavior, qualities, 
characteristics can never be put into numbers 
perfectly accurately.

So, calculations we make (AI we use to predict 
things) will always make some mistakes.

Most likely, these errors will affect 
already-marginalized groups.



Technochauvinism

Belief that technology is always the answer.
Belief that there is no problem that cannot 
be solved with a slightly different code or a 
“better” dataset.

Human lives (and human problems) are not 
black-and-white, and cannot always be 
quantified. So, the best solutions will always 
take into account the social sciences.



Technology of Power

People with power get to make the systems that 
most people use
(How many search engines can you think of?)

...or, are subjected to without consent 
(Can any of us opt-out of the Mobese/CCTV cameras being 
installed across North Cyprus as we speak?)



In turn, technology has the power to define 
our reality

First few search results let you learn “the objective truth” 
about something… as chosen by Google (or maybe Bing)

The news that is “worth seeing” every day is chosen by your 
social media platform, and you might forget your friend’s 
birthday if the algorithm doesn’t show their posts to you...

Power of Technology



Facial recognition systems that claim to infer 
gender → support the misconception that 
someone’s gender is linked to their physical body

Body scanners at airports often have trouble with 
“out-of-the-ordinary” bodies (since the “normal” 
body = a cisgender, abled body), and so 
marginalized people are flagged, requiring a 
body search

Power of Technology



Summary & resources



Summary
➔ Whatever discrimination is happening “offline,” it can happen 

through technology as well

➔ Technology can not only embody, but also amplify the oppressive 
structures in society

➔ AI/machine learning makes predictions about occurrences/events, 
based on patterns in data

➔ Humans and social phenomena can never be modeled (put into 
numbers, as data) perfectly, so technology will always have errors

➔ Technology can harm certain groups of people while benefiting 
others, even without errors

➔ Marginalized communities are the first to be negatively affected by 
technology, both through errors & regular use



Further reading
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